In this paper, we have investigated the charge stability diagram and conductance dependence on source drain bias and gate voltage of carbon nanotube based single electron transistor (SET) by using first principle calculations. All calculations have been executed by using ATK-VNL simulation package based on density functional theory (DFT). We have applied these calculations for carbon nanotube based SET; the nanotube has been placed just above the dielectric ($\epsilon_0 = 10$) in between the source and drain electrodes of gold. The single walled carbon nanotube has been used in SET, which have ultra-small diameter and (4,0) configuration. The addition energy of the device has been calculated, which can be defined as the difference between the electron affinity, and ionization energies. The calculated values of energies have been found to be -10.17694 eV and -11.04034 eV for isolated phase and SET environment respectively. In electrostatic environment, the results were showing the regularization of molecular energy levels and therefore the addition energy reduced. The calculations for additional energies, variations of total energies to that of the gate voltages can be achieved [13]. Low power consumption and sensitivity of SETs make it a good candidate for VLSI technologies only single electron may cause the current flow, then the circuit power consumption and probability of high switching occurs due to the tunneling of many electrons through the junctions. While if instead of many electrons, the flow of Addition Energy, Charge stability diagram (CSD) could be defined as the difference between the electron affinity, and ionization energies. The calculated values of energies have applied these calculations for carbon nanotube based SET; the nanotube has been placed just above the dielectric ($\epsilon_0 = 10$) in between the source and drain electrodes of gold. The single walled carbon nanotube has been used in SET, which have ultra-small diameter and (4,0) configuration. The addition energy of the device has been calculated, which can be defined as the difference between the electron affinity, and ionization energies. The calculated values of energies have been found to be -10.17694 eV and -11.04034 eV for isolated phase and SET environment respectively. In electrostatic environment, the results were showing the regularization of molecular energy levels and therefore the addition energy reduced. The calculations for additional energies, variations of total energies to that of the gate voltages and charge stability diagram (CSD) have also been done in this study.


Carbon nanotubes have been known to show astonishing electrical properties; therefore could be used in electronic industry as a future alternative for Silicon based devices. Over the last few decades, the advancement in the speed, complexity and low power consumption of electronic devices, have been dramatically developed and achieved by decreasing the device dimensions and evolving new device structures. Since the objective of modern technology is to reducing the size of the devices; therefore the researchers as well as the engineers have been inclined towards Nano electronics. In decreasing the size of the transistor, scaling has always played an important character to observe Moore's law [1]; but the decrement in the size of a device leads to the drooping of device. Drain-induced barrier lowering, threshold voltage shift, leakage current, gate-induced drain lowering etc., are the effects, named as short channel effects, which become prominently dominant when device size is decreased [2]. To reduce, these effects and to increase device performance, the researchers have done many research and Single-electron transistors are one of them. A Single-electron transistor [3-6] (SET) is an electronic tool system by which the flow of even a single electron can be governed.

Carbon nanotubes [7-9] are the nanostructures of high aspect ratio; also they used to show excellent electronic, thermal, mechanical, structural properties [10] so could be used in electronic devices. Depending upon the type of rolling, nanotubes may exhibit semiconducting or metallic nature. CNTs have been investigated since a very long time and being used in electronic devices such as in field effect transistors (FETs) [11,12], but in FETs the flow of current occurs due to the tunneling of many electrons through the junctions. While if instead of many electrons, the flow of only single electron may cause the current flow, then the circuit power consumption and probability of high switching can be achieved [13]. Low power consumption and sensitivity of SETs make it a good candidate for VLSI technologies [14]. In spite of being the low temperature phenomenon, the room temperature fabrication of SETs has been executed [15]. In this paper, we have studied the single walled carbon nanotube, of ultra-small diameter and zigzag type, incorporated in the single electron transistor. In this study we had used the zigzag nanotube of ultra-small diameter (4,0) in single electron transistor. The conductance as well as the charge stability diagram (CSD) of the device had been studied.

THEORY, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the present work, theoretical calculations based on Density Functional Theory (DFT) were done to calculate the above said quantities. In order to do the calculations the single electron transistor was modeled by using density functional theory based software Atomistic toolkit (ATK) [16] package by which all the modeling and the analysis of the device had been carried out. Local Density Approximation (LDA) [17] was chosen as the exchange-correlation function. The gate electrode thickness, gate-oxide (dielectric constant of material $\epsilon_0 = 10$) [18] thickness and the source-drain width are considered to be 1Å, 3.8Å and 4Å in order to design the SET. Source/drain electrodes were taken as metallic electrodes of 5.28 eV work function i.e., gold [19]. Normal components of electric field had been set to be zero using Neumann boundary conditions for device analysis. Also, in the molecular energy spectrum the energy was set to absolute energy. As in the Fig.1 (a) it can be seen that a single-electron transistor was assembled by placing an island in...
between the two electrodes named as source (left) and drain (right) respectively. The island is isolated from the third electrode (gate), source and drain electrodes by an ultra-thin dielectric material. The third terminal gate is capacitively coupled to the conducting island. Two junctions source-material and material-drain have been observed which are necessary to be crossed in order to maintain the current flow in the device. The source was kept at higher potential as compared to the drain electrode. An electron will tunnel from the source to the material until or unless its energy becomes equal to the coulomb’s energy and till then electron will be trapped onto the barrier [20-23]. This phenomenon of trapping the electron is called as the coulomb blockade by which the flow of electron can be controlled. Gate voltage is the main key controller of SET.

Using the DFT based ATK-VNL simulation package we have optimized CNT (4,0), which was the basic need in order to design SET. From the optimized structure, CNT was modeled in the SET configuration using the software with local density approximations (LDA). The modeled structure has been shown in Fig.1 (b) in which the nanotube was kept just above the dielectric material, which was connected to gate electrode, and metallic electrodes surround the system.

After the completion of the modeling the structure, the SET configuration was used to calculate charge stability diagram (CSD), also against the gate voltage the variation of total energies have been observed. First, we have calculated the total energies in isolated state and then for SET environment for individual charge states (0, 1, 2,-1,-2) that are required to calculate the charging energies i.e. electron affinity (\(E_A\)) and ionization energy (\(E_I\)). Both of these can be defined as the amount of energy required adding one electron to the molecule and the amount of energy required to eliminate one electron from the molecule respectively.

In the equation form these can be written as:

\[
E_A = E^{-1} - E \quad \text{and} \quad E_I = E^{+1} - E
\]

Where \(E\) is the energy of the molecule in neutral state, \(E^{-1}\) is the energy of the molecule when one electron is added to the molecule, and \(E^{+1}\) is the energy of the molecule after the elimination of one electron.

The energies have been calculated in both the configurations and shown in the table 1. It has been found that there is a reduction in electron affinity (\(E_A\)) and in ionization energy (\(E_I\)) in SET environment, which may due to the stabilization of charges due to electrostatic surrounding. This reduction enhances the switching property of device since as the energies become lower; the switching speed as well as the conductance will be improved. By addition energy the conductance improvement can be further explained since \(E_{\text{add}} = E_A - E_I\); shown in table 2. It is clear that in SET environment the addition energy is lower; which is indicating the better stability of the system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy (eV)</th>
<th>Isolated (eV)</th>
<th>SET (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(E_I^{-1})</td>
<td>9.86443</td>
<td>8.08661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E_I)</td>
<td>6.65266</td>
<td>6.36309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E_A^{-1})</td>
<td>-0.45897</td>
<td>-2.92933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E_A)</td>
<td>-3.52428</td>
<td>-4.67725</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For distinct charge states the variation of total energies with respect to gate voltage has shown in Fig. 2(a); in which different color map shows different charge states i.e. blue (-2), green (-1), red (0), turquoise (1), and violet (2). Figure 2(a) shows that the system has minimum energy in its neutral state i.e. in 0 charge state. Since minimum energy
expresses the stability of the system so the system is stable in its neutral state. Also it can be seen from the figure that when the negative bias is applied then positive states are getting stable and when the positive bias is applied then the negative charge states are getting stable. This indicates that whenever the gate is positively biased then an electron is attracted towards CNT and making it negatively charged as a result the LUMO level of CNT appears to be lower than that of electrode’s Fermi level. While on the other hand, when the gate is negatively biased then an electron is eliminated from the CNT and making it positively charged and HOMO level of CNT appears to be above the electrode’s Fermi level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy (eV)</th>
<th>Isolated (eV)</th>
<th>SET (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E_{add}</td>
<td>-10.17694</td>
<td>-11.01594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E_{1add}</td>
<td>-10.3234</td>
<td>-11.01594</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.** (a) Variation of total energies with gate voltage for different charge states [blue (-2), green (-1), red (0), turquoise (1), and violet (2)] for a CNT_SET. (b) Charge Stability Diagram (CSD) for CNT_SET. CSD shows different number of charge states for different bias with blue (0), light blue (1), green (2), orange (3) and red (4).

Charge stability diagram (CSD) has been plotted for the investigation of conductance and shown in fig. 2(b). CSD explains the dependence of conductance on the source drain and gate voltage. In this diagram the charging energy of CNT in SET surroundings is plotted for different gate voltages. A particular number of energy levels i.e. charge states are present there for a fixed value of source-drain and gate voltage. Different energy levels are represented by a coding of different colors i.e. blue (0), light blue (1), green (2), orange (3) and red (4) in CSD and conductance depends upon the number of charge states in bias window. As much as the width of the central dark region decreases, less the charging energy will be needed to bring SET into conduction state. From the figure, it is clear that the central dark blue region is not much broad therefore the device will be needed less energy to bring SET in conduction state and the device can act as a fast switching device.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The present work validates the application of Density Functional Theory (DFT) to calculate the properties of carbon nanotube (CNT) based single electron transistor (SET) in Coulomb blockade regime. Single-electron transistor with island CNT of (4,0) configuration had been modeled and simulated. It shows better stability and higher conductance. With the help of Charge stability diagram (CSD) and variation of total energies with respect of gate voltages at different charge states the system shows high conductance.
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ПОЧАТОК РОЗРАХУНКІ ОДНОЕЛЕКТРОННОГО ТРАНЗИСТОРА НА ОСНОВІ ОДНОСТІННОЇ ВУГЛЕЦЕВОЇ НАНОТРУБКІ УЛЬТРАМАЛОГО ДІАМЕТРУ

Сраджа Чаухан, Аджай Сінг Верма
Фізичний факультет, Банастхалі Відванят, Раджастхан, 304022, Індія

У цій статті ми досліджували діаграму стабільності заряду і залежність провідності від зсуву витоку і напруги на затворі одностінного транзистора (SET) на основі вуглеводневих нанотрубок, використовуючи першу принципів обчислення. Всі розрахунки виконані з використанням пакету моделювання ATK-VNL, заснованого на теорії функціонала щільності (DFT). Ми застосували ці розрахунки для SET на основі вуглецевих нанотрубок. Нанотрубка була поміщена трихи вище діелектрика (Eο = 10) між золотими електродами витоку і стоку. У SET використовувалася одностінна вуглецева нанотрубка, яка має надмалих діаметр і (4,0) конфігурацію. Була розрахована додаткова енергія пристрою, яка може бути визначена як різниця між спорідненістю до електрону і енергією іонізації. Іншими словами, ця розрахована величина енергії складає ~10,17694 eV і ~11,04034 eV для ізольованих фаз і SET-середовища відповідно. У електростатичному середовищі результати показали регуляторні рівні молекулярної енергії і, отже, додаткова енергія зменшувалась. Розрахунки для додаткових енергій, варіацій повних енергій до напруги затвора і діаграми стабільності заряду (CSD) також були виконані.

КЛЮЧЕВІ СЛОВА: одностінна вуглецева нанотрубка, одностінний транзистор (SET), спорідненість до електрону, енергії іонізації, додаткова енергія, діаграма стабільності заряду (CSD).

НАЧАЛЬНЫЕ РАСЧЕТЫ ОДНОЕЛЕКТРОННОГО ТРАНЗИСТОРА НА ОСНОВЕ ОДНОСТІННОЙ УГЛЕРОДНОЙ НАНОТРУБКИ УЛЬТРАМАЛОГО ДИАМЕТРА
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В цій статті ми ісследовали схему стабільности заряда и зависимости проводимости от смешения истока и напряжения на затворе одностенового транзистора (SET) на основе углеродных нанотрубок, используя первоначальные вычисления. Все расчеты выполнены с использованием пакета моделирования ATK-VNL, основанного на теории функционала плотности (DFT). Мы применили эти расчеты для SET на основе углеродных нанотрубок. Нанотрубка была помещена чуть выше диэлектрика (Eο = 10) между золотыми электродами истока и стока. В SET использовалась одностенная углеродная нанотрубка, которая имеет сверхмалый диаметр и (4,0) конфигурацию. Была рассчитана добавочная энергия устройства, которая может быть определена как разница между основной энергии и энергии ионизации. Установлено, что рассчитанные значения энергий составляют -10,17694 eV и -11,04034 eV для изолированной фазы и SET-среды соответственно. В электростатической среде результаты показали регуляцию уровней молекулярной энергии и, следовательно, добавочная энергия уменьшилась. Расчеты для добавочных энергий, вариаций полных энергий к напряжениям затвора и диаграммы стабильности заряда (CSD) также были выполнены.

КЛЮЧЕВЫЕ СЛОВА: одностенная углеродная нанотрубка, одностенный транзистор (SET), сопротивление к электрону, энергия ионизации, добавочная энергия, диаграмма стабильности заряда (CSD).